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In this fast-changing digitally-charged environment, we 

need to transform and stay relevant.  To ensure that 

ITMA remains ahead of the curve, I invited members to 

participate in the inaugural ITMA 5-Year Masterplan 

Workshop on 28 July 2016.

Over the course of four hours, we deliberated on the 

future direction of ITMA and sought to refine and boost 

what it means to be a member of ITMA. The 5-Year 

Masterplan discussions were run along the four key 

pillars: 

1) Industry

2) Technology & Connections

3) Membership

4) Advancement

More importantly, the key update that I am pleased to 

announce is the introduction of a new digital leadership 

programme for ITMA which is based on the new vision 

of developing “Future Ready, Value Creating Digital 

Leaders”.  As IT leaders at the forefront of the industry, 

we need and we must be able to develop and be role 

models for the next generation of IT leaders.

The leadership programme consists of ten initiatives 

built on three key strategies: Building Skills by Learning 

from Peers, Partnering for Strength by Collaborating 

with the Industry, and Inspiring for Success by 

Engaging the Board.

We will also be refining our membership strategy which 

comprises redefining our membership value 

proposition, reviewing membership categories and 

recalibrating our recruitment and engagement 

strategies.

With this Masterplan, I seek your support and 

participation to make it a reality and a living document 

that guides our actions. Together, we will strive to keep 

ITMA ahead of the curve.

Alvin Ong

ITMA President

2016 – Current
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INDUSTRY

The IT landscape is continuously being disrupted. Over 

the past few years, new entrants and technological 

innovations in the sharing economy have been shaking 

up the IT industry. 

As such, on 28 July 2016, ITMA held a 5-Year 

Masterplan Workshop. Over the course of four hours, 

participants representing our industry deliberated on 

the future direction of ITMA and how we can continue 

to stay relevant. 

The discussion outcomes can be summarised

according to four key pillars: Industry, Technology & 

Connections, Membership, and Advancement.

The first key pillar of Industry focuses on staying 

at the forefront of the IT industry. ITMA will strive 

to continue as the Voice of IT Leadership, to be 

the go-to organisation for IT leadership matters. 

To do so, we need to continuously develop the 

next generation of IT leaderships by adopting a 

sustainable approach which comprises 

mentorship and internship, capability 

development and succession planning, as well as 

frequent collaboration with our industry partners.

Staying at the forefront also means advocating 

the push of senior IT leaders to take a more 

active role in the boards and ensuring that ITMA 

plays the role of aggregator of forecast of IT 

industry needs so as to better anticipate demand 

and supply.

Some quick wins in this area include board 

representation in both Institutes of Higher 

Learning (IHLs) and companies, and facilitating 

sharing of Point-of-Views (POVs) and Thought 

Leaderships for IT Leaders.
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As the future of technology shifts towards industry-driven 

(e.g. Fintech, Block chain, Clean Water), we need to ask 

ourselves: how can ITMA better predict disruptions? How 

can we better prepare organisations and CIOs going 

through the change? What challenges are ahead?

Starting with integrating existing connections that ITMA 

already has formed within industries, we should also 

consider proactive facilitation on technology areas that 

matter and form leading Standards and POVs that matter 

in the development of Singapore. Additionally, ITMA can 

tap on the wealth of knowledge from CIOs and senior IT 

leaders in order to shift ourselves from a “follower of 

technology” to “leading the technology”, as well as to 

promote new technology to be better embraced by 

businesses where technology is seen as delivering value 

to them.

Ultimately, as ITMA, we can help build the connections 

and common platforms to help our CIOs and senior IT 

leaders grow into competent leaders in their respective 

organisations.

TECHNOLOGY & 

CONNECTIONS

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 5-YEAR 

MASTERPLAN WORKSHOP
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Figure 1. ITMA 5-Year Masterplan Workshop 2016 in-progress.

The real value of being an ITMA member is the 

network of user experiences as opposed to vendor 

experiences. As such, the membership pillar seeks to 

first and foremost better articulate and refine our 

membership value proposition.

The next step is to review and propose member 

categories. This includes better defining associate 

memberships, exploring startups as members, as 

well as defining our clear position towards vendors.

Last but not least, ITMA needs to develop the 

appropriate recruitment and engagement strategies. 

By improving our understanding of our different 

member segments (e.g. new, inactive), we can then 

develop the right engagement strategy (e.g. 

sponsoring a new member, implementing a buddy 

system) to maintain the quality and profile of our 

members. To acquire potential members, ITMA 

should also explore networking beyond Singapore, 

and create further awareness and review content on 

our website.
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MEMBERSHIP

Advancement is about the aspirations and continuing 

professional development of IT leaders such that 

their skills are continuously updated and future-ready.  

Our focus stakeholders are aspiring CIOs, current 

CIOs and senior CIOs who are transitioning to 

become business leaders in their career change.

In the light of digital leadership, ITMA’s role is to firstly 

define the ever evolving CIO/CTO role – what are the 

basic to advanced skills and knowledge that a future-

ready CIO/CTO or a digital leader require? This will 

aid us in defining the digital leaders’ competency 

framework which will help members understand what 

are the key competencies needed at different stages 

of their careers.

ITMA will also partner with interested organisations to 

create an industry-recognised and assessment-

driven digital leaders’ continuing professional 

development framework which will leverage on the 

digital leaders’ competency framework.  Lastly, ITMA 

promotes societal contribution by encouraging 

members to give back to the industry by volunteering 

for mentorship and skills-based volunteerism 

programmes with industry partners.

ADVANCEMENT
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Following the 5-Year Masterplan session, we are proud to introduce the Future Ready, 

Value Creating Digital Leaders Programme – a forward-looking and sustainable 

programme built on three focus areas.

INTRODUCING THE
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BUILD SKILLS, 

LEARN FROM PEERS

As the forefront association in Singapore for IT leadership, ITMA needs to continue to play a role in developing the 

Next Generation of IT Leaders. As the trend shifts towards industry-driven future technology (e.g. Fintech, Block 

chain), it is imperative that we ensure our IT leaders are sufficiently prepared for the tides of change. The Future 

Ready, Value Creating Digital Leaders Programme comprises the development initiatives that supports the 

continuing professional development of ICT leaders.

Our members represent the IT Leadership of various 

businesses in Singapore. Thus, the programme’s first 

focus area is to facilitate the building of skills and 

learning from peers from within the community itself. 

We will continue to provide opportunities for the ITMA 

community to learn from each other, for instance via a 

series of short breakfast talks by CIOs, for CIOs, on 

topics that are close to their heart.

We will also be creating a platform that allows members 

to blog and publish posts and articles periodically so we 

can learn, apply, and stay relevant together. 

Members are welcome to share their personal 

experiences and points of views, propagate relevant 

publications, as well as celebrate successes of ITMA 

members in the ICT news fraternity. Our flagship 

learning forums, i.e. the CIO Study Trip, CIO 

Workshop, and IT Best Practices Seminar, will continue 

as forums that bring together ITMA members in a big 

way to network and learn together.

Lastly, it is important that ITMA refines our concept of a 

CIO/Digital Leaders Competency & Continuing 

Professional Development (CCPD) Framework, as 

part of TeSA skills validation for CIOs and Senior ICT 

Leaders. This means defining the new CIO/CTO role in 

the light of digital leadership through the lens of basic 

skills and knowledge required in order to adequately 

prepare members on path to advance their careers.

1

GOOD MORNING CIOS

2

LEARN, APPLY & STAY 

RELEVANT TOGETHER

4

CIO/DIGITAL LEADERS 

COMPETENCY & CONTINUING 

PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

3

FLAGSHIP LEARNING FORUMS

CIO STUDY TRIP, CIO WORKSHOP, 

IT BEST PRACTICES SEMINAR
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PARTNER FOR STRENGTH,

COLLABORATE WITH INDUSTRY

The second focus area outlines initiatives that creates 

opportunities for collaboration with ITMA and with the 

ICT ecosystem. We will be conducting dialogues with 

industry on IT matters, spotlighting the voice of IT 

leadership. These dialogues will in turn drive cross-

pollination of innovative ideas within ITMA through 

engagement sessions, such as the ITMA-NTUC U 

Associate Strategic Partnership.

ITMA will also strive to continue as the aggregator of 

forecast of IT industry needs by conducting surveys 

with ITMA membership and continuing to participate in 

TeSA-related activities.

Lastly, members are encouraged to give back to 

industry through meaningful activities that matter and 

aid in growing the next generation of CIOs and senior 

IT leaders. Examples of such activities include 

participating in the mentorship collaboration with NUS-

ISS as well as the partnership ITMA has with the 

National Volunteer and Philanthropy Center (NVPC) on 

skills-based volunteering.

5

VOICE OF IT 

LEADERSHIP

6

AGGREGATOR OF 

FORECAST OF IT 

INDUSTRY NEEDS

7

GIVE BACK 

TO INDUSTRY

INSPIRE FOR SUCCESS, 

ENGAGE THE BOARD

Our last focus area emphasises the promotion of new 

technology to be better embraced by businesses where 

technology is seen as delivering value to the business.

The first initiative is to be a disruptor. Every year, we 

will be conducting a survey to gather insights from 

ITMA members on what they collectively see in 

predicting the disruptors and what they are doing about 

it. The survey results will then be packaged into an 

annual presentation that will be shared by the ITMA 

President at the annual dinner or AGM.

Next, we will be featuring case studies on ITMA 

members adopting new IT in their respective 

organisations, thereby showcasing the value delivered t 

the businesses. The last initiative includes a series of 

dialogues with sharing by C-suite on skills required to 

engage the board, and how CIOs and senior IT leaders 

can take a more active role in boards.

8

BE A 

DISRUPTOR

9

ADOPT NEW IT

10

DIALOGUE WITH 

THE 

CHAIRMAN/CEO
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A forward-looking programme built on that aims to groom the Next Generation of IT Leaders

BUILD SKILLS, LEARN FROM PEERS

Facilitating the building of skills and learning from peers within the ITMA community

Series of short breakfast talks 

by CIOs, for CIOs, on topics 

close to the heart of 

CIOs/Senior ICT Leaders

1

GOOD 

MORNING CIOS

Creating a platform to 

facilitate sharing of personal 

experiences/POVs, 

propagation of relevant 

publications; celebrate 

success of members

2

LEARN, APPLY & 

STAY RELEVANT 

TOGETHER

ITMA’s own concept of a 

CIO/Digital Leaders 

Competency & Continuing 

Professional Development 

(CCPD) Framework as part of 

TeSA skills validation

4

CIO/DIGITAL 

LEADERS CCPD  

FRAMEWORK

Forums that bring together 

ITMA members in a big way 

to network and learn together

3

FLAGSHIP 

LEARNING 

FORUMS

INTRODUCING THE

PARTNER FOR STRENGTH,

COLLABORATE WITH INDUSTRY

Creating opportunities for collaboration within ITMA and with the ICT ecosystem

Conduct dialogues with industry on IT 

matters; Drive cross pollination of 

innovative ideas within ITMA through 

engagement sessions

5

VOICE OF IT 

LEADERSHIP

Participate in TeSA-related activities and 

aggregate forecast of IT industry needs 

through ITMA membership surveys

6

AGGREGATOR OF 

FORECAST OF IT 

INDUSTRY NEEDS

Give back to industry through meaningful 

activities that matter in growing the next 

generation of CIOs/Senior IT leaders

7

GIVE BACK TO 

INDUSTRY

INSPIRE FOR SUCCESS, ENGAGE THE BOARD

Promoting new technology to be better embraced by business where technology is seen as delivering value

Annual survey to gather insights from ITMA 

members on what they collectively see in 

predicting the disruptors and what they are 

doing about it

8

BE A DISRUPTOR

Feature case studies on ITMA members 

adopting new IT in their respective 

organisations and showcase the value 

delivered to the businesses

9

ADOPT NEW IT

Series of dialogues with sharing by C-suite 

on skills required to engage the board and 

how CIOs/Senior IT Leaders can take a 

more active role in boards

10

DIALOGUE WITH THE 

CHAIRMAN/CEO
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SPOTLIGHT

Refining our CIO/Digital Leaders Competency & Continuing Professional Development 

(CCPD) Framework is one of our key initiatives to keep ITMA and its members ahead of 

the curve. The following diagram illustrates a work-in-progress framework, and we seek 

membership input to continuously refine it.

CIO/DIGITAL 

LEADERS 

COMPETENCY 

FRAMEWORK

BUSINESS

ACUMEN

 Corporate strategy & business model understanding

 Market understanding

 Multi-cultural literacy

 Trans-disciplinarity

 Data interpretation

TECHNOLOGY 

MANAGEMENT

 IT program & portfolio management

 IT finance & budget management

 IT risk, governance, compliance management

 Emerging technology introduction & management

 Disaster recovery & business continuity planning

 Enterprise IT architecture

 Cybersecurity planning

 Strategic IT planning

 User experience

DIGITAL

LEADERSHIP

 Digital transformation & innovation strategy

 Influencing, inspiration & motivation skills

 Change management

 Stakeholder relationship building & management

 Strategic thinking & strategic perspective development

 Social media aptitude

SOCIETAL 

CONTRIBUTION

 Mentorship and people development 

(coaching & counselling)

 Society perceptiveness

 Diversity respect & harnessing
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We would like to recognise the contributions of the following 

individuals for their contributions in shaping the new ITMA

INDUSTRY

Alan Goh (Lead)

Tarun Pardal

Lim Hooi Ling

Gan Wei Boon

Kwong Yuk Wah

Ho Chay Tiang

Han Jok Kwang

Special mentions to Mark Tham, Alvin Ong, Daniel Tang and 

Alyssa Goh for putting this executive summary together.

TECHNOLOGY

Ang Mui Kim (Lead)

Warren Ong

Goh Zhi Wei

Lee Kwok Wai

Yum Hui Yuen

Prem Prakash

Tan Bee Teck

Phua Han Tian

MEMBERSHIP

Siew Yim Cheng (Lead)

Ashley Khor

Lewis Chan

Tan Hoon Chiang

Raul Paolo Miranda

Foong Swee Hoon

Michael W H Leung

Alvin Tan

ADVANCEMENT

Alvin Ong (Lead)

Gigi Su

Tan Peng Wei

Tan Seng Siong

Yum Shoen Yih

Ng Beng Lim

Lee Kee Siang

Srinivasan Gopal

Wilson Teng

Ramesh 

NarayanaswamyCHIEF FACILITATOR

& ORGANISING CHAIR

Mark Tham



ABOUT ITMA

The IT Management Association (ITMA) is a 

community of successful and forward-looking IT 

leaders who make a difference to the IT industry in 

Singapore. It aims to be the centre of excellence for 

IT leadership, harnessing IT management best 

practices for the success of businesses, and to 

nurture new generations of CIOs. 

Membership now stands at more than 450, with 

members comprising prominent IT managers from 

various sectors uniting to form a strong voice in the 

industry, especially for the IT user organisations.

ITMA was born in March 1998 after the Data 

Processing Management Association of Singapore 

(DPMA) renamed itself and merged with the 

Singapore Information Management Chapter of the 

Singapore Computer Society (SIM).
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